THE RAIN TREES
KINDERGARTEN
DIFFERENCE
Caring | Exploring | Fun
• Rain Trees Kindergarten provides a caring, fun
and friendly home-from-home environment
for children between 18 months and 6 years
to learn through play.
• Our Kindergarten is based on UK national
curriculum and taught by qualified
international teachers with extensive
experience of providing education to
expatriate communities since 1999.
• Rain Trees Kindergarten is conveniently
located in in a spacious detached property on
Kheam Hock Road, between Adam Road and
Stevens Road.
The spacious grounds of our Kheam Hock Rd
campus..

• We are lucky to have a large and safe garden
area. The school retains a small and friendly
feel and has a maximum capacity for 80
children.

Join us for a tour of the school and meet
our highly qualified international
teachers.
RAIN TREES KINDERGARTEN
60 Kheam Hock Road, Singapore, 298824
+65 64746181 | admin@raintreeskindergarten.com
www.raintreeskindergarten.com

WHY WE LOVE RAIN TREES
Communication with our parents is vital. We listen to what they say

OUR STAFF
Our parents/guardians agree that the most impressive thing about Rain Trees Kindergarten is the skills, attitude and
dedication of the staff. Nearly 100% of parents/guardians believe the teachers have fantastic capabilities and we live
up to our ethos of caring, exploring & fun. We are proud to have such highly trained international teachers on our
staff.

THE CHILDREN ARE HAPPY!
The happy and caring environment, community feel and parental involvement in the school foster a happy and
nurturing atmosphere. We believe we have created a warm, inviting and well-equipped environment where your
child can play happily and learn at his or her own pace. This happy environment is a leading reason why our
parents/guardians are so impressed with Rain Trees.
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2020 TESTIMONIALS
“I highly recommend Rain Trees as they create an
environment that is both fun and nurturing for the
children to learn in. My daughter loves going in
and has really blossomed there so as parents we
couldn't be happier.”
Jessica and David , Parents of Cosima (British)

“Rain Trees has given our son exactly the kind of "first
time school" experience we hoped he would have:
welcoming, comforting and fun. We feel that all the
teachers and support staff put great effort into making
kindergarten a positive and loving experience, which we
think sets the children on a good path for their future
school journey.”
Natasha and Andrew, Parents of Christian (Singaporean)

93% of PARENTS RATE OUR TEACHERS AS FANTASTIC
“We would not hesitate in making a recommendation of Rain
Trees to any other parents. Our son Michael has come on leaps
and bounds since he started 6 months ago. While we were
naturally apprehensive about how he would settle in, the staff at
the school (in particular Miss Alice and Miss Iva) were so caring
and attentive to him that he was fully settled after just 1-2 days.
The facilities and green space at the school are great, Michael
particularly loves the outdoor areas. We love the daily and
weekly updates-it's so nice to get photos during the day! The
communication from the staff is excellent, they are always
available to answer any queries or concerns. We look forward to
Michael continuing his early learning at the school over the
coming years.“

90% Rate OUR
OFFICE ADMIN
AND COMMS as
FANTASTIC

Danielle and Cormac, Parents of Michael (Irish)

“We cannot thank the wonderful staff at Rain Trees enough, the way they care and teach the children is
amazing. Such a lovely school and I'm certain our son will go onto a big school one day as prepared as you
can be, with a big love for learning!! Thank you : )”
Christina and Bjarke, Parents of Frederik (Danish)

For further parent recommendation please visit our website
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CARING | EXPLORING | FUN
“My 3 year old son is so proud to go to Rain Trees
and asks to go every day. The teachers are very
caring and nurturing. We couldn't be happier with
our choice of school.”
Lauren and Simon , Parents of Jonty (New Zealand)

“Rain Trees offers the perfect friendly first
experience of school life that every child should
have. Both our boys went there and they are
confident, happy children who genuinely enjoy
going to school - something I cannot thank Rain
Trees for enough. The teachers are fantastic and
are our children's first true loves. This school has
been wonderful for us.“

“Arya has been attending Rain Trees since 2018 when
we moved to Singapore from London. The nursery has
an incredibly nurturing team who are committed to
providing excellent pre-school education. Arya loved
learning something new every day and it was a joy to
see this from the very first day she attended Rain
Trees. Teachers are always there to talk and listen to
feedback as well as work collaboratively with parents
when making decisions regarding Arya. This is key for
us as parents, and Rain Trees has exceeded our
expectations and we know it will contribute hugely to
Arya’s education as well as her / our outlook.
Iyngaran and Dhashaini, Parents of Arya (Malaysian)

Bridget and David, Parents of Ziggy (British)

93% of our parents have recommended
Rain Trees to their friends and colleagues
“Raintrees has been the best decision we have ever made! We have found it to be a very
inclusive, accommodating environment, especially for our child with some special needs. The
teachers are loving and nurturing and it's wonderful to see them focus on the strengths and
abilities of each child, encouraging them to learn and grow. The entire team is just fantastic and
we are very sad to be leaving.
Mary and Guilad , Parents of Laila (French)
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